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EBV nuclear antigen 2 (EBNA2) and EBV nuclear antigen LP (EBNALP)
are critical for B-lymphocyte transformation to lymphoblastoid cell
lines (LCLs). EBNA2 activates transcription through recombination
signal-binding immunoglobulin κJ region (RBPJ), a transcription factor associated with NCoR repressive complexes, and EBNALP is
implicated in repressor relocalization. EBNALP coactivation with
EBNA2 was found to dominate over NCoR repression. EBNALP
associated with NCoR and dismissed NCoR, NCoR and RBPJ,
or NCoR, RBPJ, and EBNA2 from matrix-associated deacetylase
(MAD) bodies. In non–EBV-infected BJAB B lymphoma cells that
stably express EBNA2, EBNALP, or EBNA2 and EBNALP, EBNALP
was associated with hairy and enhancer of split 1 (hes1), cd21,
cd23, and arginine and glutamate-rich 1 (arglu1) enhancer or promoter DNA and was associated minimally with coding DNA. With
the exception of RBPJ at the arglu1 enhancer, NCoR and RBPJ were
signiﬁcantly decreased at enhancer and promoter sites in EBNALP
or EBNA2 and EBNALP BJAB cells. EBNA2 DNA association was unaffected by EBNALP, and EBNALP was unaffected by EBNA2. EBNA2
markedly increased RBPJ at enhancer sites without increasing NCoR.
EBNALP further increased hes1 and arglu1 RNA levels with EBNA2
but did not further increase cd21 or cd23 RNA levels. EBNALP in
which the 45 C-terminal residues critical for transformation and
transcriptional activation were deleted associated with NCoR but
was deﬁcient in dismissing NCoR from MAD bodies and from enhancer and promoter sites. These data strongly support a model in
which EBNA2 association with NCoR–deﬁcient RBPJ enhances transcription and EBNALP dismisses NCoR and RBPJ repressive complexes from enhancers to coactivate hes1 and arglu1 but not cd21
or cd23.
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BV causes posttransplantation and AIDS-related lymphomas
and is a cofactor in African Burkitt lymphoma (BL), and
Hodgkin disease. In vitro, EBV latency III infection converts B
lymphocytes to immortal lymphoblast cell lines (LCLs) (1).
EBV nuclear antigen 2 (EBNA2) and EBNALP are the ﬁrst
proteins expressed in latency III infection (2, 3). EBNA2 is essential for B-cell transformation (4, 5) and for up-regulation of
EBV latency III and cell RNA expression through CSL/CBF1/
recombination signal-binding protein for immunoglobulin κJ region (RBPJ), a DNA sequence-speciﬁc cell transcription factor
(6–8). EBNA2 up-regulated cell genes include hairy and enhancer of split 1 (hes1), myc, cd21, and cd23 (2, 9, 10). The
EBNA2 acidic activation domain recruits basal and activated
transcription factors (TF) including TFIIB, TFIIE, TFIIH, histone acetyl transferases p300, CBP, and PCAF, and RNA polymerase II (11–16).
RBPJ is in repressive complexes containing NCoR1 and -2,
SKIP, and SHARP (17–23). NCoR recruits class I and II histone
deacetylases (HDAC), including HDAC3, which repress transcription and associate with matrix-associated deacetylase
(MAD) bodies, subnuclear sites of repressed transcription (24,
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25). NCoR overexpression represses EBNA2 up-regulation of
promoter constructs and sequesters RBPJ into MAD bodies (21,
26). The mechanisms through which EBNA2 escapes RBPJ- and
NCoR–repressive effects have not been delineated and are the
objective of the experiments described here.
EBNALP is critical for EBV transformation of B cells into
LCLs (5, 27) and coactivates EBV latency III LMP1 and Cp
promoters with EBNA2 (28–30). EBNALP is composed of 66
amino acid repeats and 45 unique C-terminal amino acids. The 45
C-terminal amino acids are important for coactivation and B-cell
transformation (5, 27–29, 31, 32). EBNALP homodimerizes and
heterodimerizes with HA95, a protein that also heterodimerizes
with AKAP95 and is implicated in HP1α, HDAC3, and RNA
helicase A (RHA) protein shuttling (33–38). EBNALP relocalizes Sp100 and HP1α within the nucleus (39) and moves
HDAC4 to the cytoplasm, consistent with a role in affecting derepression (30, 40). Because NCoR can repress EBNA2 activation of transcription (22, 26), we considered whether EBNALP
might antagonize NCoR effects by removing NCoR or NCoR–
RBPJ repressive complexes from enhancers or promoters to increase EBNA2 effects.
We now have found that EBNALP decreases NCoR and
RBPJ DNA occupancy at enhancer or promoter sites but does
not alter EBNA2 association with DNA. Further, EBNA2 associated with NCoR–deﬁcient RBPJ in the presence or absence
of EBNALP. These ﬁndings support a model in which EBNA2
stabilizes NCoR–deﬁcient RBPJ at enhancers and promoters to
activate transcription, whereas EBNALP speciﬁcally dismisses
repressive NCoR–RBPJ complexes from these sites to coactivate
hes1 and arginine and glutamate-rich 1 (arglu1) but not cd21 or
cd23 transcription.
Results
EBNALP Associates with NCoR, Strongly Coactivates with EBNA2
Despite NCoR Repression of EBNA2 Activation, Dismisses NCoR from
MAD Bodies and Colocalizes with NCoR, and Reverses NCoR Localization of RBPJ or RBPJ and EBNA2 to MAD Bodies. Similar to NCoR2

repression of EBNA2 activation of a RBPJ-responsive reporter
(22), NCoR repressed EBNA2 activation of an 8XRBPJ-site reporter when cotransfected into non–EBV-infected BJAB Burkitt
lymphoma (BJ) cells by ∼60%, (Fig. 1A, compare columns 2 and
4). As expected, EBNALP with EBNA2 coactivated the reporter
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EBNALP Decreases NCoR and RBPJ Enhancer and Promoter Occupancy.

EBNALP effects are consistent with EBNALP coactivation being, at least in part, a consequence of inhibition of NCoR repression. Because stable EBNALP and/or EBNA2 expression in
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BJ cells did not globally alter NCoR association with RBPJ or
EBNA2, we considered the possibility that EBNALP might dismiss NCoR or NCoR and RBPJ from speciﬁc DNA sites, as
described for nuclear hormone receptors and Notch effects although RBPJ (38, 44, 45).
To test this hypothesis, ChIP experiments were done using
NCoR, RBPJ, EBNALP, or EBNA2 antibodies and LP, E2 or E2/
LP stable cells lines. Protein-associated DNA was quantiﬁed by
quantitative PCR (qPCR). Enhancer sites were chosen from
ChIP-seq data for RBPJ and EBNA2 in LCLs and were veriﬁed
by EBNA2 and RBPJ ChIP-qPCR of DNA from LP, E2, and E2/
LP cells. Promoter DNA sites were <2 kbp 5′ to the transcription
start site, and coding DNA sites were >2 kbp 3′ to the transcription start site. EBNA2 and RBPJ localization to enhancer
sites in E2 and E2/LP cells were conﬁrmed by qPCR. In Affymetrix RNA analyses we focused on hes1, cd21, and cd23 because
they are EBNA2 up-regulated in LCLs (9, 10), and on arglu1,
which is not activated by EBNA2 or EBNALP but is coactivated
approximately twofold (P < 0.0001) by EBNA2 and EBNALP.
NCoR ChIPs from BJ cells had 0.07% of input hes1, 0.06% of
input cd21, and 0.06% of input cd23 and arglu1 enhancer DNA
(Fig. 2 A and B and Figs. S2–S4). In contrast, NCoR ChIPs from
LP cells had <0.03% input hes1, cd21, and cd23 enhancer DNA
and <0.045% of arglu1 enhancer (Fig. 2 A and B and Figs. S2–S4).
Each difference was signiﬁcant (P < 0.01; Fig. S3). Similar signiﬁcant differences were found at the hes1 promoter site; in BJ
cells NCoR was associated with 0.04% of hes1 input promoter
DNA, whereas in LP cells, NCoR was associated with 0.02% of
hes1 input DNA. These differences from BJ cells were smaller but
also were signiﬁcant (P < 0.01). Similar effects were observed
on the arglu1 enhancer (Fig. S4A), which also was identiﬁed by
EBNA2 occupancy in ChIP-seq experiments from LCLs (Fig.
S4C). In contrast, NCoR levels at coding DNA sites were similar
to nonimmune IgG background levels (Fig. S5A). At the cd21
promoter, NCoR was associated with only ∼0.01% of input DNA,
which was considered background level (Fig. 2B). These data
indicate that NCoR was signiﬁcantly less associated with hes1,
cd21, cd23, and arglu1 enhancer DNA sites in LP cells than in
BJ cells, consistent with EBNALP dismissal of NCoR from
those sites.
NCoR ChIPs from E2 cells revealed NCoR to be associated
with 0.03%, 0.07%, 0.05%, and 0.07% of input hes1, cd21, cd23,
and arglu1 enhancer DNA and 0.04% and 0.015% of input hes1
and cd21 promoter DNA, respectively, whereas NCoR ChIPs
from E2/LP cells had 0.04%, 0.02%, 0.01%, and 0.03% of hes1,
cd21, cd23, or arglu1 input enhancer DNA, respectively, and
<0.02% and 0.013% hes1 and cd21 promoter DNA, respectively,
signiﬁcantly lower than in BJ cells (P < 0.01). These and other
effects were not BJAB clone-speciﬁc, because independent
clones of BJ, LP, E2, or E2/LP cells had the same characteristics.
Overall, relative to BJ cells, NCoR was signiﬁcantly less associated with hes1, cd21, or cd23, enhancer and in most instances with
promoter DNAs in LP or E2/LP cells, indicative of EBNALP
dismissal of NCoR from enhancer and most promoter sites.
Interestingly, NCoR precipitated slightly more enhancer DNA
in cells stably expressing EBNALPd45 (LPd45) than in control
BJ cells. These data indicate that the 45 C-terminal amino acids
are required for NCoR dismissal and link dismissal to EBNALP
effects in coactivation and LCL outgrowth (Fig. S1C).
RBPJ Enhancer and Promoter Occupancy Is Decreased by EBNALP and
Strongly Increased by EBNA2. Because NCoR and RBPJ associate

in repressive complexes and EBNALP relocalized NCoR from
enhancers and promoters, we investigated whether EBNALP had
similar effects on RBPJ enhancer and promoter occupancy. Indeed, at each site, EBNALP decreased RBPJ association with
hes1, cd21, and cd23 enhancers or promoters, in the absence or
presence of EBNA2 (Fig. 2 C and D and Figs. S2–S4). EBNALP
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∼25 fold (Fig. 1A) (28–30). The coactivating effect of EBNALP
with EBNA2 was the same (∼20–25 fold) in the presence or absence of cotransfected NCoR (Fig. 1A, compare columns 2 and
3 with columns 4 and 5). Thus, EBNALP strongly coactivated
with EBNA2, in the presence or absence of sufﬁcient NCoR to
repress EBNA2 activation substantially. These data indicate that
EBNALP can coactivate with EBNA2 irrespective of NCoR levels.
Based on EBNALP effects in relocalizing other repressors (30,
39), we investigated whether EBNALP can relocalize NCoR away
from EBNA2 and/or RBPJ. To test whether EBNALP effects are
mediated by disruption of NCoR–RBPJ complexes, endogenous
NCoR was immunoprecipitated from BJ cell lines that stably
express EBNALP (LP), EBNA2 (E2), EBNA2 and EBNALP
(E2/LP), or BJ selection resistance control. NCoR antibody
immunoprecipitated ∼2% of NCoR, above background levels
(Fig. 1B, lane 10) of EBNALP (Fig. 1B, lanes 2, 4, 7, and 9), RBPJ
(Fig. 1B, lanes 3, 4, 8, and 9), and EBNA2 (Fig. 1B, lanes 3–5, 8,
and 9). Surprisingly, EBNALP, EBNA2, or EBNALP and
EBNA2 at LCL levels less than one- to twofold did not globally
decrease NCoR association with RBPJ or EBNA2 (Fig. 1B, lanes
7–9). These results indicate that EBNALP and/or EBNA2 do not
globally alter NCoR complexes with RBPJ, EBNA2, or EBNALP
and that NCoR associates with EBNALP.
To determine whether EBNALP alters NCoR localization,
GFP–NCoR, EBNALP, or GFP–NCoR and EBNALP were
expressed in BJAB cells (Fig. 1C). GFP–NCoR localized primarily to MAD bodies in 95% of cells and secondarily to more
diffuse nuclear or cytoplasm sites (Fig. 1C) (25). EBNALP
coexpression redistributed GFP–NCoR from MAD bodies to
more diffuse sites, mostly in the nucleoplasm, where GFP–NCoR
colocalized with EBNALP (Fig. 1C). Despite these effects, morphology and growth of transfected BJAB cells were unaffected.
Interestingly, a mutant, EBNALPd45, in which the C-terminal
domain critical for B-cell transformation and coactivation was
deleted (Fig. S1A) (40), colocalized with NCoR to MAD bodies
but did not dislocate NCoR (Fig. S1B). These data indicate that
MAD body disruption requires the 45 EBNALP C-terminal
amino acids, linking MAD body disruption to EBNALP effects
in coactivation and transformation.
Because NCoR, NCoR–associated repressors, and RBPJ can
colocalize in MAD bodies (17, 18, 41–43), we investigated the
effects of EBNALP on NCoR and RBPJ and on potential NCoR
and RBPJ complexes. GFP–RBPJ was more diffuse than NCoR
in BJAB nuclei, with some small nuclear body localization in the
background (Fig. 1D). NCoR coexpression localized GFP-RBPJ
to MAD bodies (Fig. 1D) (26). Coexpression of EBNALP with
GFP-RBPJ and NCoR blocked NCoR effects and caused large
nuclear colocalizations of GFP-RBPJ and NCoR (Fig. 1D). The
NCoR and GFP-RBPJ complexes may colocalize with EBNALP,
as observed in Fig. 1C. Clearly, EBNALP can relocalize NCoR
and RBPJ complexes without globally disrupting the NCoR association with RBPJ.
Because EBNA2 coimmunoprecipitated with NCoR, we proceeded to investigate whether NCoR, RBPJ, EBNA2, and
EBNALP can be in the same complex (Fig. 1E). As expected,
EBNA2 and RBPJ localized mostly throughout the nucleoplasm.
Surprisingly, coexpression of NCoR with RBPJ and EBNA2
relocalized RBPJ and even EBNA2 to dots, similar to MAD
bodies (Fig. 1E). Importantly, EBNALP coexpression with
EBNA2, RBPJ, and NCoR released EBNA2, RBPJ, and NCoR
to the nucleoplasm (Fig. 1E). Thus, EBNALP can release NCoR,
RBPJ, and EBNA2 to the nucleoplasm, a site of active transcription.
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Fig. 1. EBNALP reverses EBNA2 repression by NCoR and relocalizes NCoR,
RBPJ, and EBNA2 from MAD bodies. (A) Reporter assays in BJAB cells
showing Flag–NCoR (NCoR) effects on EBNA2 (E2) and EBNA2 plus EBNALP
(LP). EBNA2, NCoR, and EBNALP protein levels were similar throughout the
assay. Results are the average of at least ﬁve independent experiments. Error
bars represent SEM. RLU, relative luciferase units arbitrarily normalized to 1
for EBNA2 effects. (B) Endogenous NCoR was immunoprecipitated from cell
extracts prepared from each indicated cell line, using NCoR antibodies. (C–E)
BJAB cells were transfected with the plasmids indicated on the left of each
panel and stained with antibodies against the proteins indicated on top of
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decreased RBPJ at the hes1 enhancer in LP cells from 0.007 to
0.003% (P < 0.02) and in E2/LP from ∼2% to ∼1%, (P < 0.002)
(Fig. 2C). At the hes1 promoter, EBNALP decreased RBPJ occupancy from ∼0.07% in BJ cells to ∼0.02% in LP cells (P < 0.01)
and from ∼0.4% in E2 cells to ∼0.2% in E2/LP cells (P < 0.001)
(Fig. 2D). Similar effects were observed at the cd21 and cd23
enhancers (Fig. 2D, and Figs. S2B and S3). These data further
support a model in which EBNALP dismisses RBPJ and NCoR
repressive complexes from enhancer and promoter DNA.
As observed for NCoR, EBNALPd45 was substantially deﬁcient in RBPJ dismissal from the hes1 enhancer, consistent with
the defect in NCoR dismissal and compatible with RBPJ dismissal being dependent on NCoR dismissal (Fig. S1D).
EBNA2 markedly increased RBPJ occupancy at the hes1 and
cd23 enhancers by ∼20 fold, from ∼0.1% of input DNA to 2% (P <
0.0001) (Fig. 2C and Fig. S2B). Two different RBPJ antibodies
yielded similar results. Interestingly, a fourfold effect also was
evident at the hes1 promoter (Fig. 2C), where EBNA2 increased
RBPJ association with DNA from ∼0.07% to ∼0.4% of input (P <
0.01). At the cd21 enhancer site, RBPJ also associated with signiﬁcantly more DNA, 0.3%, in E2 cells, compared with 0.005% in
BJ control cells (Fig. 2D), whereas RBPJ was at background levels
at the cd21 promoter and coding regions (Fig. 2D and Fig. S5B).
EBNA2 and EBNALP similarly affected RBPJ association with
the arglu1 enhancer element (Fig. S4B). These data indicate that
EBNA2 substantially increases RBPJ association with enhancer
sites. Furthermore, the EBNA2-mediated RBPJ increase was not
associated with NCoR increases at these sites, because NCoR was
decreased or unchanged in association with the hes1, cd21, cd23,
and arglu1 enhancer or promoter in E2 cells versus BJ cells.
EBNALP Coactivates hes1 but Not cd21 or cd23 Expression. qRTPCRs were used to evaluate the extent to which EBNALP
decreases in NCoR or RBPJ or EBNA2 increases in RBPJ at the
hes1, cd21, or cd23 enhancers increased RNA levels. EBNA2
localization at the hes1, cd21, or cd23 enhancers consistently increased RNA levels (Fig. 2E and Fig. S2C). In contrast, EBNALP
had no signiﬁcant effect on increasing hes1, cd21, or cd23 RNA in
the absence of EBNA2 and coactivated only the hes1 enhancer
with EBNA2. At the hes1 enhancer, EBNA2 greatly increased
RBPJ and decreased NCoR. Although EBNALP did not further
reduce NCoR, RBPJ was decreased, and hes1 RNA levels increased from sixfold to almost 14-fold (Fig. 2 A, C, and E).
Consistent with EBNALP dismissal of NCoR complexes
having a key role in EBNALP coactivation with EBNA2,
EBNALPd45 did not decrease NCoR at the hes1 enhancer or
coactivate hes1 mRNA in E2/LPd45 cells (Fig. S1 C–E).
EBNA2 also increased RBPJ at the cd23 and less at the cd21
enhancer in E2 cells, without substantially reducing NCoR but
with 20-fold increased cd21 and cd23 RNA levels, more than the
EBNA2 and EBNALP hes1 RNA effect. Although EBNALP
reduced NCoR at the cd21 and cd23 enhancers in E2/LP cells,
cd21 and cd23 RNAs were not further increased (Fig. 2 and Fig.
S2). These data indicate that EBNA2 up-regulation of cell gene
expression and EBNALP coactivation are more complex than
EBNA2 recruitment of NCoR–deﬁcient RBPJ and EBNALP
dismissal of NCoR and RBPJ from enhancer sites.
EBNALP and EBNA2 Associate Independently with DNA Sites. Because
EBNALP-dependent dismissal of NCoR complexes could facilitate EBNA2 access to DNA, ChIP-qPCRs from BJ, LP, and E2/
ELP cells were used to evaluate whether EBNA2 affected
EBNALP or EBNALP affected EBNA2 association with hes1,

each panel or direct ﬂuorescence and analyzed under a confocal microscope
(630×). Cells were costained with DRAQ5 DNA stain (blue).
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Fig. 2. EBNA2 increases RBPJ on DNA, and EBNALP dismisses NCoR and RBPJ
from the hes1 and cd21 enhancer and promoter. (A) qPCR of enhancer and
promoter regions of the hes1 gene from ChIP experiments. ChIPs were performed using the antibodies indicated on the top of each panel. Cell extracts
were prepared from stable cell lines expressing empty vector (BJ), EBNALP
(LP), EBNA2 (E2), or EBNA2 and EBNALP (E2/LP) as indicated at the bottom of
each column. Ctrl, negative control performed using isotypic IgG antibodies.
Columns represent averages of duplicate reactions relative to input DNA of at
least three independent experiments. Error bars represent SEM. (B) As in A,
but qPCR was performed on enhancer and promoter regions of the cd21
gene. (C and D) As in A and B, but anti-RBPJ antibody was used. (E) qRT-PCR
reactions to detect the amounts of hes1 and cd21 RNAs. Values are relative to
expression levels detected in the BJ cell line, normalized to 1. Reactions were
performed in triplicate; error bars indicate SEM.

cd21, cd23, or arglu1 enhancer or promoter DNAs. As shown in
Fig. 3 A and B and Figs. S3, S4C, and S6A), EBNA2 associated at
the same level with the hes1, cd21, cd23, and arglu1 enhancer or
promoter DNA in the presence or absence of EBNALP. Similarly, EBNALP associated at the same level with the hes1, cd23
Portal et al.

or cd21 enhancer or promoter, in the presence or absence of
EBNA2 (Fig. 3 C and D and Figs. S3 and S6B). EBNALP levels
on the arglu1 enhancer were extremely low, correlating with the
lower effects observed on NCoR dismissal at that site (Fig. S4 A
and D). Interestingly, EBNALP associated ∼2.5-fold more with
hes1 promoter than with hes1 enhancer. The high level of
EBNALP occupancy at the promoter could be important for the
coactivation of hes1 in E2/LP cells. Thus, EBNALP dismisses
NCoR–RBPJ from DNA sites but does not affect EBNA2 occupancy at the same sites, consistent with EBNALP affecting
NCoR–RBPJ complexes and EBNA2 associating with NCoR–
deﬁcient RBPJ (Fig. 2 and Fig. S2).
Discussion
These results describe aspects of the molecular pathogenesis of
EBNA2 and EBNALP regulation of cell gene expression and are
summarized in a model shown in Fig. 4. Unlike previous models
that posit constitutive RBPJ association with cognate DNA (22,
46), EBNA2 has been shown to increase RBPJ occupancy ∼10to 20-fold at the hes1, cd21, cd23, and arglu1 enhancers. In
comparison, Notch and Mastermind increase RBPJ association
with enhancer sites by approximately two- to 2.5-fold in S2N cells
and >10-fold in DmD8 cells (47), whereas Kaposi sarcoma
herpes virus (KSHV) Rta substantially increases RBPJ binding
to cognate DNA in activation of KSHV replication (48).
At EBNA2-responsive enhancers, EBNA2 also localizes with
NCoR–deﬁcient RBPJ and up-regulates gene transcription
through RBPJ. The EBNA2 acidic domain mediates up-regulatory
effects in interacting with TFIIB, TAF40, RPA70, TFIIE, TF2H,
p300, CBP, and PCAF (12–15). Acidic domain-recruited activators may contribute to the dissociation of RBPJ and NCoR or
enable interaction with NCoR–deﬁcient RBPJ. Alternatively,
EBNA2 amino acids 292–310, which are important for RBPJ and
SKIP interaction, and EBNA2 amino acids 318–322, which interact directly with the RBPJ β trefoil domain (BTD) (21, 22, 26,
49) may together exclude NCoR from RBPJ–EBNA2 complexes
or inhibit NCoR antibody immunoprecipitation. Recently, arginine dimethylated EBNA2 has been reported to interact more
strongly with DNA, perhaps selectively through NCoR–deﬁcient
RBPJ (50). Putative RBPJ inhibition of NCoR immunoprecipitation is unlikely, given the otherwise positive correlation of
NCoR and RBP ChIP data. EBNA2-related increases in RBPJ
occupancy did not result in increased NCoR at these sites, despite
RBPJ association with NCoR in BJAB cells. Thus, EBNA2 can
access NCoR–free RBPJ or EBNA2 interaction with RBPJ disrupts NCoR interaction with RBPJ at speciﬁc DNA sites. EBNA2
WWP321 binds directly to the RBPJ BTD and indirectly to RBPJ
through the interaction of EBNA2 amino acids 280–290 with
SKIP, a RBPJ-interacting protein that also binds NCoR2 (22, 26).
Although the RBPJ BTD triple point mutants (EEF233AAA
and KLV249AAA) are null for NCoR, NCoR2, and EBNA2 association, favoring a model that NCoR, NCoR2, and EBNA2
compete for the RBPJ BTD site, NCoR2 or EBNA2 still can bind
RBPJ triple point mutants (26), perhaps through interactions
that are mediated by other NCoR1/2 complexes such as SKIP,
SHARP, mSin3A, CIR, or HDAC1–5. Furthermore, NCoR
antibodies coimmune precipitate RBPJ, EBNA2, and EBNALP,
indicating that EBNA2 can be in NCoR complexes and that
NCoR expression relocalized RBPJ and EBNA2 into MAD
bodies, indicating that NCoR, RBPJ, and EBNA2 can be in a
single complex.
In contrast to EBNA2, which selectively increases NCoR–
deﬁcient RBPJ DNA association, EBNALP removal of NCoR
from enhancer sites is almost certainly mediated by EBNALP
chaperone functions. EBNALP repeat domains homodimerize
and heterodimerize at high levels with HA95 (34, 35). HA95 also
heterodimerizes with AKAP95 and the HA95/AKAP95 heterodimers associate at high levels with HDAC3, SMRT, and NCoR
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control (BJ), EBNALP (LP), EBNA2 (E2), or EBNA2 and EBNALP (E2/LP) of enhancer and promoter regions of the EBNA2-regulated gene hes1, as indicated on top of each panel, using monoclonal EBNA2 antibody. As
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EBNALP antibodies. Control reactions using anti EBNALP antibodies were
performed on the LP cell line.

complexes (38) as well as with HP1α, which is relocalized by
EBNALP (39). We have found that EBNALP relocates NCoR
and RBPJ complexes away from MAD bodies to the nucleoplasm,
where transcription can ensue (40). EBNALP decreases NCoR
and RBPJ at enhancer sites without affecting EBNA2 at those
sites. The EBNALP association with NCoR is consistent with
important effects on NCoR and NCoR–associated repressors,
including SKIP, SHARP, HDAC1–5, mSin3A, TBLR1, and RBPJ
(44). EBNALP effects on NCoR probably are mediated through
HA95 or AKAP95, proteins that could shuttle NCoR and
HDAC3 away from speciﬁc DNA sites. NCoR–repressive complexes may interact continuously with transcriptionally active
1. Rickinson A, Kieff E (2007) Epstein-Barr virus. Fields Virology (Lippincott Williams &
Wilkins, Philadelphia), 7th Ed, Vol 2, pp 2655–2700.
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chromatin, and EBNALP/HA95/AKAP95 complexes may be critical for their dismissal (Fig. 4). EBNALP also associates with
PKA and DNA PK, which may regulate the repressive activity of
NCoR1/2 complexes with EBNALP (34).
EBNALP coactivation with EBNA2 at speciﬁc promoters probably is dependent on speciﬁc resident-repressive and activationassociated transcription factors. EBNALP dismissed NCoR and
RBPJ repressive complexes from hes1, cd21, cd23, and arglu1 enhancers but only increased hes1 and arglu1 RNA with EBNA2.
Different NCoR–associated repressors (e.g., HDAC3) may be
present at different DNA sites, affecting the strength and the
speciﬁcity of the repressive effects of the complexes at speciﬁc
sites. EBNALP effects on NCoR and RBPJ complexes are likely
to be modiﬁed by repressor and activator composition at particular sites. These effects can be strong. EBNA2 and EBNALP
coactivation of hes1 in BJAB cells was greater than observed in
transiently transfected BL cells (51).
EBNALP effects on decreasing NCoR and RBPJ enhancer
occupancy, relocalization of NCoR and RBPJ from MAD bodies, coactivation with EBNA2, and efﬁcient LCL outgrowth following EBV infection were dependent on the 45 EBNALP
C-terminal amino acids (5, 27). This correlation suggests that
LCL outgrowth requires efﬁcient EBNALP-mediated relocalization of the NCoR1/2 complex from MAD bodies and DNA
sites to coactivate transcription and affect LCL outgrowth.
Materials and Methods
Cell Lines, Antibodies, and Immune Fluorescence. EBV-negative BL cell line
BJAB and BJAB EBNA2 cells (52) were used to derive BJAB EBNALP and BJAB
EBNA2/EBNALP-expressing lines by stable transfection of pSG5EBNALP.
JF186 and PE2 antibodies were used for EBNALP and EBNA2 detection or
immune precipitation. Rabbit anti-RBPJ was described (6). NCoR antibody
was from Abcam. For immunoﬂourescence, transfected BJAB were ﬁxed and
stained with corresponding antibodies and DRAQ (Alexis Biochemicals). Cells
were visualized by confocal microscopy (Nikon).
ChIP. ChIP assays were done following the Millipore ChIP assay kit protocol.
DNA was puriﬁed using PCR puriﬁcation column (Qiagen) and quantitated
with a SYBR Green qPCR kit (Applied Biosystems). RNA preparation and qRTPCR were done as described (9).
Further detailed methods for generation of cell lines, immunoﬂuorescence,
immunoprecipitation, and ChIP are available in SI Materials and Methods.
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